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Why Do Today What You Can Do Tomorrow
Jamie Cullum

I finally transcribed this tab, since theres no tab in all of the internet.

Tuning drop D (DADGBe) with cappo in second fret (EBEAC#F#).
This is the tricky part of this chords. 
They are usually open chords, this means the last two or three strings are
usually played freely. 
All chords are really weird so Ill just name them with there main name.

Anyway, hope you enjoy this beautiful piece of music!

Greetings from Argentina! 

Chords:

AMaj7    GMaj7     BMaj7     F#7   F#Maj7    B*       E*     G#/E*
---2----l---2---l---2---l---2----l---2-----l---2----l---2---l--2--l--|
---2----l---2---l---2---l---2----l---2-----l---5----l---5---l--5--l--|
---2----l---2---l---3---l---2----l---2-----l---2----l---2---l--2--l--|
---6----l---4---l---4---l---2----l---3-----l---6----l---6---l--6--l--|
---7----l---5---l---2---l---4----l---4-----l---2----l---2---l--2--l--|
---7----l---5---l-------l---4----l---4-----l--------l---2---l--6--l--|

AMaj7              GMaj7
Heavensent, are days like these
AMaj7                   GMaj7
Here with you, snoozing in the breeze
BMaj7                        AMaj7
Tomorrow leads, today won t interest me
BMaj7                  AMaj7
Today I ll be procrastinatory

F#7                                                  B*
There s alot to be said about wasting your time
F#7                                                  B*
I don t really care as long as someday you re mine
F#Maj7
I don t know what I want
B
But I wish I knew about love

E*                               GMaj7    AMaj7
Why do today what you can do tomorrow
E*                               GMaj7    AMaj7
Why do today what you can do tomorrow



F#Maj7   l    G#/E*

Doe do doe part 1â€¦
AMaj7     l    GMaj7   l  x2

AMaj7                             GMaj7
So come with me and we ll waste a day
AMaj7                          GMaj7
Somewhere warm, somewhere far away
BMaj7                        AMaj7
So vote for me, it really isn t that complex
BMaj7                        AMaj7
My politics are of laziness

F#7                                                  B*
There s alot to be said about wasting your time
F#7                                                  B*
I don t really care as long as someday you re mine
F#Maj7
I don t know what I want
B
But I wish I knew about love

E*                               GMaj7    AMaj7
Why do today what you can do tomorrow
E*                               GMaj7    AMaj7
Why do today what you can do tomorrow
E*                               GMaj7    AMaj7
Why do today what you can do tomorrow (yeh a yeh)
E*                               GMaj7    AMaj7
Why do today what you can do....

Doe do doe part 2â€¦
AMaj7     l    GMaj7   l  x2

AMaj7                            GMaj7
So come with me and we ll waste a day
AMaj7                                      GMaj7
Somewhere warm and somewhere far away


